
 

MTO 16.4 Examples: Locke, Yewevu in the Metric Matrix 

(Note: audio, video, and other interactive examples are only available online) 
http://www.mtosmt.org/issues/mto.10.16.4/mto.10.16.4.locke.php 

 

Table 1. Description of the music instruments in the Yewevu ensemble 

• Bell, tingo, gankogui, struck with a straight wooden stick. 
• Rattle, axatse, a gourd covered with a net of seeds, struck downward against thigh and upward against 

weak-hand palm; normally many rattles are played in unison. 
• High-pitched drums, adzida, kaganu, two upright drums of lower (1) and higher pitch (2) with slim 

dimensions, each having a single head of goat skin, struck with two sticks. 
• Response drum, asivui, kidi, lower pitched than high-pitched drums and played with larger sticks but 

otherwise of the same barrel-shaped construction. 
• Lead drum, agbivu and/or sogo, both with single heads but sogo is played with two straight sticks or one 

stick-one bare hand, while agbivu lies flat to the ground with its head propped on a low stand-like stool and 
is struck with knobbed sticks.* 

* When not playing the lead drum part, sogo may double the response drum part. 
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Example 1. Image of the music instruments in the Yewevu ensemble 

 

 
 
 

  



Table 2. Vocables for lead drum 

A B C D E F G 

ga gah low resonant quiet palm bounce weak 

de deh mid resonant loud stick bounce strong 

ge geh mid resonant loud stick bounce weak 

dzi jee high dampened quiet fingers press weak 

to taw high muted loud 
stick bounce 
drum skin pressed 

strong 

Key to Table 2: column A—vocable; column B—pronunciation; column C—relative pitch; column D—
timbral type; column E—relative dynamic energy; column F—playing technique; column G—handedness. 

 
 
 

Table 3. Musical roles of instruments 

• bell: Sounds the “time line” (see Nketia 1974), that is, a recurring phrase that distinctively molds 
phenomenal time into a systematic musical temporal structure (see Pantaleoni 1985) and serves as the 
timing referent for each other facet of the performance. 

• rattle: Confers specific configurations of phrasing and time feel upon the relatively more mutable nature of 
the bell phrase. 

• high-pitched drums: Manifests fast-moving rates of pulsation with short figures set to offbeat moments 
within the temporal structure. 

• response drum: Responds to the calls of the lead drum with phrases that confer temporal design to the 
ETC. 

• lead drum: Calls to the response drum, interacts with other instruments in all combinations, and changes 
overall accentuation and composite effect of the ensemble. 

 
 
 



Table 4. Items of repertory classified musically 

 local name beat type - beats per bell cycle pulse rate bell phrase in fast pulses 

1 Husago ternary-duple fast 3 + 1 + 2 

2a Davu quaternary-duple moderate 3 + 3 + 2 

2b Sogbadzi or Sohu quaternary-duple moderate 3+ 3 + 2 

3a Adavu quaternary-duple moderate-fast 2 + 2 

3b Adavu ternary-triple fast 3 + 3 + 3 

4 Afovu ternary-quadruple fast 2 + 2 + 1 + 2 + 2 + 2 + 1 

 
 
 

Table 5. Items of repertory classified by time signature and metronome marking 

1 6/8 dotted quarter = approx. 160 bpm 

2a 2/4 quarter = approx. 138 bpm 

2b 2/4 quarter = approx. 138 bpm 

3a 2/4 quarter = approx. 144 bpm 

3b 9/8 dotted quarter = approx. 132 bpm 

4 12/8 dotted quarter = approx. 132 bpm 

 
 
 



Figure 1. Item 1 (Husago), Ensemble Thematic Cycle 

Item 1 Mixer 
 

 

 
 
 

https://wikis.uit.tufts.edu/confluence/display/Yewevu/Item+1#Item1-Item1Mixer


Figure 2. Item 1 (Husago), Ensemble Thematic Cycle in “flipped” configuration 

Item 1 Mixer 
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Figure 3. Item 1 (Husago), lead drum theme one 

Item 1 Mixer (tracks 1, 5, and 6) 
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Figure 4. Item 1 (Husago), lead drum theme two beamed “in two” and “in three” 

Item 1 Mixer (tracks 1, 5, and 6) 
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Figure 5. Item 1 (Husago), lead drum theme three 

Item 1 Mixer (tracks 1, 5, and 6) 
 

 

 
 
 

Figure 6. Item 1 (Husago), lead drum theme four 

Item 1 Mixer (tracks 1, 5, and 6) 
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Figure 7. Item 1 (Husago), lead drum theme five 

Item 1 Mixer (tracks 1, 5, and 6) 
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Figure 8. Item 2a (Davu), Ensemble Thematic Cycle 

Item 2a Mixer 
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Figure 9. Item 2b (Sohu), Ensemble Thematic Cycle 

Item 2b Mixer 
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Figure 10. Quaternary time, four-in-the-span-of-three over two bell cycles 

 

 
 
 

Table 6. Axis of stability-motility in four-member set 

 most 
stable 

  
most 
motile 

members of set 1 3 4 2 

 
 
 



Figure 11. Item 2a (Davu), lead drum theme one 

Item 2a Mixer 
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Figure 12. Item 2a (Davu), lead drum theme two with variations one and two 

Item 2a Mixer 
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Figure 13. Item 2b (Sohu), lead drum theme one 

Item 2b Mixer (tracks 1, 5, and 6) 
 

 

 
 
 

Figure 14. Item 2b (Sohu), lead drum transition from theme one to theme two 

Item 2b Mixer (track 5) 
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Figure 15. Item 2b (Sohu), lead drum theme two with variations 1 and 2 

Item 2b Mixer (tracks 1, 5, and 6) 
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Figure 16. Item 3a (Adavu), Ensemble Thematic Cycle 

Item 3a Mixer 
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Figure 17. Item 3a (Adavu), lead drum theme one, variations A-D 

Item 3a Mixer (track 5) 
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Figure 18. Item 3a (Adavu), lead drum theme two, variations A-C 

Item 3a Mixer (tracks 5 and 6) 
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Figure 19. Item 3b (Adavu), Ensemble Thematic Cycle with lead drum transition 

Item 3b Mixer 
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Figure 20. Item 3b (Adavu), lead drum variations A-F 

Item 3b Mixer (tracks 5 and 6) 
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Figure 21. Item 4 (Afovu) Ensemble Thematic Cycle 

Item 4 Mixer 
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Figure 22. Metric matrix in ternary-quadruple time 

 

 
 
 

  



Table 7. Time-feels in Item 4 (Afovu) 

time feel beat type beats per bell cycle time signature equivalent 

two-feel ternary two dotted half notes none 

three-feel quaternary three half notes 3/2 

four-feel ternary four dotted quarter notes 12/8 

six-feel quaternary six quarter notes 6/4 

eight-feel ternary eight dotted eighth notes none 

 
 
 

Figure 23. Item 4 (Afovu), resultant of bell and high-pitched drum 2 

Item 4 Mixer (tracks 1 and 4) 
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Figure 24. Item 4 (Afovu), high-pitched drum 1 in four, in six, and in three 

Item 4 Mixer (track 3) 
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Table 8. Item 4 (Afovu) High-pitched drum 1 stroke-beat relationships in four, six, and three 

in four first stroke two is onbeat with beat two 

 second stroke one is onbeat with beat three 

 third both strokes are offbeat 

in six first stroke one is onbeat with beat two 

 second stroke one is onbeat with beat four 

 third stroke one is onbeat with beat six 

in three (unshifted) first both strokes are offbeat with beat one 

 second both strokes are offbeat with beat two 

 third both strokes are offbeat with beat three 

in three (shifted) first stroke one is onbeat with beat one (shifted) 

 second stroke one is onbeat with beat two (shifted) 

 third stroke one is onbeat with beat three (shifted) 

 
 
 



Figure 25. Item 4 (Afovu), resultant of high-pitched drum parts 

Item 4 Mixer (tracks 3 and 4) 
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Table 9. Item 4 (Afovu), response theme characteristics 

1. Theme one is two beats long; it serves as the “holding pattern” for the transition between themes, as well 
as a theme on its own. Time values are shown as dotted eighths because the pairs of notes tend to be 
“stretched” in time from triplets towards true duplets. 

2. Like theme one, theme two starts on the RTP, which is unusual in Ewe musical style. Together with 
themes three, four and five, theme two spans twelve pulses, identical to one bell cycle. The predominant 
accentuation is on beats one and three of the four-feel. 

3. Like themes four and six, theme three begins on bell stroke two, which is also the stroke on which the bell 
phrase itself is thought to start. Whereas theme two accentuates beats one and three of the four-feel, theme 
three accentuates beats two and four—the “back beats,” so to speak, of the bell cycle. In both themes two 
and three, a single note with quarter note time value links the phrase’s opening and closing figures. 

4. The response drum of theme four doubles the rhythm of high-pitched drum 1. With the lead drum also 
sounding the same rhythm, theme four so strongly highlights the six-feel and the three-feel that listeners 
frequently experience a perceptual shift away from the fundamental ternary-quadruple orientation. 

5. The placement of theme five—stretching from pulse ten of one bell cycle to pulse nine of the next—
distinguishes it from other themes. The timing of the resonant mid-pitch strokes is written as dotted 
eighths since the pairs of notes starting on onbeats usually are played in a “swing eighth” manner. The 
muted higher-pitched strokes are shown as eighths to convey the way drummers can move at will among 
the several ways of interpreting the internal structure of beats. 

6. The long time spans of themes six and seven stretch over two bell cycles. Theme six consists of three 
occurrences of the offbeat figure “ki kidi.” In its first and third appearances this figure in is unison with 
bell strokes two, three and four. Agbeli would say, “Composers ‘take source’ from the bell,” meaning that 
rhythmic fragments extracted from the bell phrase are used as the basis for drumming phrases. Theme six 
perfectly exemplifies this practice. Offbeat in the four-feel, its notes become onbeat in the six-feel. The 
lead drum may play in unison with the first and last bounces in each three-note figure, thus accentuating 
the third time points within ternary beats, an example of displacement. 

7. Like theme six, theme seven has three appearances of the same four-note figure but in this case the third 
figure is followed by a shorter fourth figure. In the way its two strokes mimic the way the four-note figures 
begin, I hear the fourth figure as a good example of the well-known trope of African-influenced art—
“repetition with a difference.” Its short duration confounds the expectation created by the thrice-repeated 
longer figure, enhancing the dramatic use of space to allow bell strokes one and two to emerge in listeners’ 
consciousness. Theme seven is extremely multidimensional in its pattern of accentuation—it easily fits into 
both four- and six-feels. 

 
 
 



Figure 26. Item 4 (Afovu), transition cue, waiting phrase 

Item 4 Mixer (tracks 1, 5, and 6) 
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Figure 27. Item 4 (Afovu), theme one call-and-response 

Item 4 Mixer (tracks 1, 5, and 6) 
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Figure 28. Item 4 (Afovu), theme two call-and-response 

Item 4 Mixer (tracks 1, 5, and 6) 
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Figure 29. Item 4 (Afovu), theme three call-and-response 

Item 4 Mixer (tracks 1, 5, and 6) 
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Figure 30. Item 4 (Afovu), theme four call-and-response 

Item 4 Mixer (tracks 1, 5, and 6) 
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Figure 31. Item 4 (Afovu), theme five call-and-response 

Item 4 Mixer (tracks 1, 5, and 6) 
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Figure 32. Item 4 (Afovu), theme six call-and-response 

Item 4 Mixer (tracks 1, 5, and 6) 
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Figure 33. Item 4 (Afovu), theme seven call-and-response 

Item 4 Mixer (tracks 1, 5, and 6) 
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Table 10. Item 4 (Afovu), theme seven, melodic contour of lead drum 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 

- L M M M - H H - M H - 

            

13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 

L L - M H - M M M - H - 

 
 
 

  



Table 11. Musical factors of simultaneous multidimensionality 

1. Dualism of tempo: Tempo may be perceived at the level of the main flow of beats, in double-time or cut-
time, or according to a set of beats in 3:2 ratio with the music’s principal beats. 

2. Polyphonic perception: Any of the parts, or combination of parts, may be the vantage point from which 
other phrases gain their music personality. Musical combinations sound different depending on how the 
mind constructs the conversation among parts. 

3. Equivocal phrase shape: Because phrases typically are played again-and-again in a recurring circle of 
time, their phrase shape is equivocal. Although a phrase does have moments within the bell cycle on which 
it begins and ends—its phrasing—a repeatedly played phrase gives a listener the opportunity to mentally 
re-phrase it, that is, to hear the set of notes as beginning on a new stroke and having an altered rhythmodic 
trajectory towards a new moment of cadence. Cultural experts regard the bell phrase as an inexhaustible 
source of rhythmic inspiration for just this very reason. 

4. Musical recycling: The situation of musical circularity means that phrases are affected by what has come 
before, while they also have impact upon what will come next. To invoke what probably is the most well 
known characteristic of Black music, any musical event simultaneously “calls” and “responds.” 

5. Meter as a matrix: Especially in music with ternary-type beats, the multilayered grid of temporal units in 
the metric matrix provides a large set of orientation points for figure-ground perception. Beats of the 
different durations may be felt at their onbeat time-points as well at their offbeat time-points, thus 
multiplying the metric bases for configuring the overall musical gestalt of the ETC. When the music 
consistently accents offbeat time-points, a listener who maintains perception on unchanging onbeats will 
experience consistent offbeat accentuation, but a listener whose basis of orientation shifts to the accented 
offbeat time-points will experience displacement. In quaternary time, re-configuration most often happens 
when the upbeat is perceived as the onbeat, that is, beat inversion. 

6. Polysemous phrases: Phrases may be perceived in terms of (a) motor image: the body actions that make 
the sound, (b) played image: their own rhythmody, and (c) heard image: how they blend with other facets 
of the music, both sonic and abstract (see Kubik 1962). The motor image not only includes the combined 
action of both hands but also the results of each hand heard as a phrase in its own right. Phrases whose 
played image is made from strokes having identical time-values—usually represented in notation as a series 
of eighth notes—are particularly capable of generating several different heard images. 

 


